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The Journal prints matter it considers worthy. However, publication does not necessarily imply agreements by the editors or the publisher with the opinions expressed in the articles.
The rapid growth of the aviation industry with a parallel development of air law, as well as the Journal’s existence at two law schools has required compilation of the cases and issues to which the Journal has addressed itself over the past 35 years.

As you may recall, work on the 35-year cumulative index has been in progress for a number of years; it has involved the efforts of several boards and many man-hours. The Board of Editors is, therefore, pleased to announce the near-completion of the task.

In order to be certain of printing enough copies, we would appreciate you notifying our Business Manager, John D. Jackson, indicating whether you might be interested in obtaining a copy of the index.

Our projected distribution date is February, 1970. While the exact cost has not yet been determined, our current estimate per copy is between $10 and $15.
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